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Preface
The task of this project is to preserve some of the details, history, life stories, recollections, and pictures
of Gary Leon Heartsill.
Noting these pages are some of my anecdotal reflections and personal comments as I remember; for
sure, this is not my exact history or my complete autobiography. This project will tout some of my
history and some of my life to demonstrate how wonderful life really was (at least up until Jeanne died)
but in no way is it designed to be sold or distributed for profit as any copies manufactured will be just
for us and our use to preserve the proud heritage of where we come from and honor those in my family
who got us here.
So, if (and when) my grandkids ask me what I did as a kid and what I did with my life I will answer like
General Patton who said to his 3rd Army pre-invasion troops "..you won't have to say, 'I shoveled shit in
Louisiana!' "1
With a smile on my face I will tell my three grandkids:
"You know I am a pretty important person...you really need to know and appreciate just how
important I am...because without me, you wouldn't be here."

1

Carlo D'Este (1995). Patton: A genius for war. New York, NY: HarperCollins. See p. 605.
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CONTENTS: The addresses where I have lived

I. Ardmore, Oklahoma
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4.5 years

111 D St. SW
410 C St. SW
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Hanner Hall
Airport
211 1/2 Knoblock
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The End Stories and Appendix - Part 3
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SimuFlite
Embry-Riddle
Without Jeanne
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Mama drug me to the studio for this picture in about 1948 or so and I was about 10 years old. She wrote
on the back "Cub Scout."
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I. Ardmore, Oklahoma

March 1938 - Aug 1956

18.5 years

111 D St. SW
410 C St. SW
The first 18.5 years of my life were in Ardmore and after a short unknown time on D street we moved to
410 where "I was jerked up in Oklahoma" - an expression my Mama used in her book. The D street
address is on my birth certificate (see Appendix), but did find the Daily Ardmorite article saying I was
born in Hardy Sanitarium - three blocks away from either home. I have shown the map (see toward end)
of Ardmore in 1940 showing the lay of the land on the sunny side of the Arbuckle's.
This time frame will include dad leaving and returning from fighting the Nazis in Germany, grade
school at Lincoln, Junior High, High School, First Methodist Church (Main, E, and Broadway), the Boy
Scouts of America, the Civil Air Patrol, my trip to Italy in 1955, my flying at Springer where the Airport
was, the Air Base at Gene Autry, and summer camps with the Boy Scouts and Civil Air Patrol.
Mama got sick with bulbar polio in about 1951 and dad was released from active duty with the 45th
Infantry Division and did not go to Korea. He had maintained his reserve with the Oklahoma National
Guard until this time but went back to the reserves after Mama got well.
Dad built a house for us around this same 1951 time frame. The probably 30 foot square (it was small)
home was south of Lone Grove near where Dad was born so he was moving us back to the old spread I
am sure still belonged in the family. We didn't stay very long with Mama taken sick, the car being
burned up on the inside (we think a cigarette started it), and it was hot - no trees, just an open field.
Pat and I both remembered this move...and the birds - especially the Meadowlark and the Scissor-tail
flycatcher which is the state bird of Oklahoma. Given another time, earlier perhaps, this would have
been a really nice place to grow up and be away from concrete and people and would have offered a
time for me to maybe have enjoyed my younger brothers doing chores, hunting, and playing ball;
however, the best of both worlds would have been to spend the summers out there and school back in
Ardmore.
You will see in the pictures of just how much time and fun we four did have growing up at 410 C with
the store next door south, grandparents next door north (408 C), and aunt Imogene, uncle Pete, Lonnie,
and Johnny across the street (413 C). No place was off limits to our playing ball, playing guns, or
building all sorts of mare's nests. Looking back it is just amazing to me that we could climb on top of
most houses, climb any tree we were big enough to climb, and run and hide anyplace we
chose...sometimes till way after dark.
Course, we gathered for many an occasion at 408 C as everyone showed up to see the grand parents
while Mama's brothers and sisters showed up at our place to visit. Also, there was a lot of traffic at the
Heartsill Grocery and Market (412 C) with customers, salesmen, and delivery trucks (some horse drawn
like Colvert's milk wagon).
I left in September of '56 to go to Oklahoma A&M College and except for a return to visit on special
occasions (get my laundry done) or to show off items like my '50 Mercury or my bride to be, I never
moved back. Mom, Dad, and the boys moved to Edmond and then Norman and Pat married Rodney. But
410 will always have a warm spot in my heart as it was home. I grew up in Ardmore and will be buried
exactly one mile south in Rose Hill's Old Addition, Block 127, Lot 16.
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My Mama and I (when just a little tike) and my guess is around four months but I don't really remember.
We were living at 111 D Street S.W., in Ardmore.
(Who, looks like her today?)
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Another page from my scrap book(s) showing top left and right from the
same setting at a real early age of less than one year old.
Don't know time frame of the top middle but probably about five years old.
The lower left may be late in 1939. View is a town southwest of Abilene,
TX.
But the significance of the one at grandmother Kirk's house is there are not
many pictures I have, or have seen, made in Healdton although I do have
some memories of going over with Mama and Pat to visit. My grandfather
died in about 1939.
Even with my WWII, US Army CF-8 Stereoscope, I cannot make out
where Patty and I are in the '43 picture...think maybe it could be the south
side of the store during the war where the trash was burned but that is some
mare's nest on the back side...
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Picture of Dad holding me at 11 D S.W., in a tree with his son, and looks like a newly commissioned
(OTS) lieutenant getting ready to go fight the war.
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This shows the old and the new homes for us with Dad doing most of the work...he was good with his
hands and could build just about anything including building one of the first TV sets. This is a rare shot
of the Frisco water tower by the tracks just south of the store on 5th Ave.
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My birth announcement shows I was born in the Hardy sanitarium, another word for hospital, and my
birth certificate shows 111 D S.W. I had figured I was born at Hardy but this is not what the birth
certificate says...I reckon it doesn't make a hill of beans now.
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.
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These pictures are among my most favorite of the family.
Two very important items in this post war picture - one young, and one not yet...
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As Time Went By from 1938 to 1956
a. One of the joys of authoring this scrapbook is not only the rewarding pleasure of going back in my
mind (and some documents) but pestering some of my family, classmates, and close friends. When I
started the comments on delivering The Daily Ardmoreite (or was it Ardmorite? Dang, I like the second
one best but that doesn't mean anything because was it the correct spelling?) I decided to bug my ole
CAP friend Bill Bow who also delivered the paper. He would know so I sent him an email asking him to
look at his ole paper delivery bags to see which is correct knowing he would still have a set - he is like
his Dad and never throws anything away. Here is the picture, and the answer + a Colvert Milk Wagon!

(See p. 65.)
b. I learned some very important business rules while delivering the paper: (a) Collecting every week is
not near as good as having all the clients pay yearly for the service, (b) Make sure the paper is placed as
close to the front door as possible, (c) Do not knock out a window throwing the paper, (d) but if you do,
tell someone before they call it in to the Ardmoreite office.
c. My Mama impressed me, after I caught the chicken she wanted in the back yard, with her being able
to wring its neck in about three seconds, dip it in boiling water, pluck it clean, and then fry the best
chicken in the world...you ask Pat, Greg, and Jim just how good fried chicken was with mashed
potatoes, green peas, and sweet tea was at our house for supper - or better Sunday dinner!
d. When I was a junior my Mama, bless her heart, gave me $35 to buy a '56 class ring. I promptly went
to the airport that weekend and flew for two and half hours...
e. We sang on Sunday evening church service from the old Cokesbury Worship Hymnal. My favorites
were the songs numbered 15, 64, and 221: Come, Thou Fount, Blessed Assurance, and Christ The Lord
Is Risen Today - The very best of a Mormon song, Fanny Crosby, and Charles Wesley.
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Page from a scrap book at Boy Scout camp near Bromide (close to Wapanucka, Oklahoma), my 13th
birthday, some U-Control model aeroplanes, the ole Nash Rambler I used to deliver groceries in, and my
9th grade football team picture from Ardmore Junior High School. (Number 85 is Lowell Thomas).
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The Third Grade Class at Lincoln

This picture came out of our high school 40th reunion book. Judy, Pat, Jo Lynne, and I will have our
60th reunion (2016) 15/16 April in Ardmore. My class mates called me by my nom de guerre "Ace."
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The top pictures are at 410 by the garage on the NE side of the house. In the back yard holding a Jap
rifle Dad had swapped for a German pistol, then with the '50 Chevy between the house and the store. My
CAP summer camp in 1954 and with Dad in the front yard of 410 C - another very favorite snap shot
(with Mama's ubiquitous shadow).
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Dad was with Company G, 179th Infantry Regiment, 45th Infantry Division (best Jim and I can tell, I
don't think it was Headquarters or Company H) in Ardmore and as a kid I would put on the same
uniform as he wore and as a mascot I would go to drills at the armory with him. I learned a little bit
about marching and being a soldier...even found out how heavy the BAR was. I was very proud of my
Dad and pleased he would let me tag along and be a little soldier.
Jim, Kenny, and I like the 45th Oklahoma patch.
If it had not been for airplanes I would have been a soldier (and sometimes still think I am).
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Jimmy came up with this old picture last year showing me, grandfather John, Dad, and Jimmy and Greg.
The picture was taken in grand dad's front yard (408 C St. SW) and it is the only picture I know of with
just these five Heartsill's in it. The date is 1957 as I am home from Oklahoma A&M College. The only
reason I am almost as tall as my dad is because I have on my cowboy boots. Jim's E6 Navy PO1 patch
was one of his first of many he has collected. Don't know why Greg has the glove on his right hand.
Us kids resolutely and pertinaciously tore up this yard playing soft ball, shooting marbles, playing guns
and war, and climbing all over every tree (within two blocks). Patty Gayle (I thought her name was
spelled Gail till I was out of college...) played ball right on this same patch of ground where we are
standing. We were very fortunate to have the freedom to play, get dirty, get bloody, and just be kids. For
me it was a wonderful time to be growing up in Ardmore America.
The house on the left across the street (413 C St. SW) is where uncle Pete, aunt Imogene, Lonnie, and
Johnny lived. (Mama always left her shadow in pictures...)
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THE JOHN ANTHONY HEARTSILL "TREE"

- Mostly from Lona Heartsill2

* Abraham HARTZELL - German. Wife's name unknown, from Washington Co., Tenn
B ca 1750
* Abraham HARTZELL, Jr. - Spelling changed to Abraham HEARTSILL, Jr.
| Isaac Hartzell
| Jacob Hartzell - later spelled Hartsell
|
* Abraham HEARTSILL, Jr. M Mary "Polly" Norton
B 1782
D 7 Sep 1864
B 21 April 1777 - Washington Co., Tenn
D 17 July 1858 - Blount Co, Tenn
* Paul Anthony HEARTSILL
M Margaret Ragain
B 21 Feb 1816
D 17 Dec 1897
cem Springer, OKLA
* Abner Thomas HEARTSILL
B 14 Feb 1843
D 19 Dec 1914

(CO. G, 59 Tenn Mtd. Inf.)

M Elizabeth King, AL

* John Anthony HEARTSILL
M Margaret Elizabeth Bond B 18 Oct 1870 - Ft. Deposit, AL
B 14 Aug 1877 - Woodland, GA
D 11 Dec 1960
D 10 Apr 1963
( both buried Ardmore, OK Rose Hill Cemetery, Old Addition Block 127 Lot 163)
a. Infant girl - Georgia, lived 7 hours (22 Jan 1895 - 22 Jan 1895) --b. Madge Edna - Georgia
(22 Dec 1895 - 24 Nov 1960) Cem Ardmore
c. Flora Beatrice - Alabama
(30 Dec 1897 - 23 Nov 1907) Cem 127/16
d. Osgood Milton - Alabama
(28 Aug 1899 - 3 Sep 1995) Cem R Hill
e. Jennie Elizabeth - Alabama
(15 Aug 1901 - 14 Jan 1931) Cem 127/16
f. Infant boy - Okla, lived one day ( 9 Sep 1903 - 10 Sep 1903) --g. Mary Magdalene - Oklahoma
(14 Jun 1904 - 26 Feb 1950) Cem 127/16
h. Florida Pearl - Oklahoma
(27 Dec 1906 - 10 Oct 1992) Cem Ardmore
i. Dora Ruth - Oklahoma
( 2 Feb 1909 - 25 Feb 1943) Cem 127/16
j. Charles Russell Dewitt - Oklahoma (15 Aug 1911 - 14 Mar 1997)
*k. Hobart Leon - Oklahoma
(27 Aug 1915 - 13 Feb 2009) Cem Norman
l. Carol Imogene - Oklahoma
(24 Dec 1917 - 15 Nov 2004) Cem R Hill
m. Abner Daniel - Oklahoma
(14 Feb 1921 - 7 Jun 2005) Cem Ardmore
*Hobart Leon HEARTSILL M 16 May1937, Davis, OK
B 27 Aug 1915 Lone Grove, OK
D 13 Feb 2009 Norman, OK
(both buried in Norman, OK)

2
3

Sadye Jacquelyn Kirkpatrick
B 8 Jan 1917 - Healdton, OK
D 24 Dec 2003 Norman, OK

See Appie Lona Shepherd Heartsill's research document in the master file at the house.
Rose Hill Cemetery, Old Addition Block 127, Heartsill Lot 16 (RH Cem-127/16)
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COMMENTS ON THE THREE TREES IN THIS DOCUMENT
The three "trees" are:
1. John Anthony Heartsill
2. Hobart Leon Heartsill
3. Jean Louise ELLIOTT Heartsill (in Part III)
1. As the note says most of the information comes from Aunt Lona as she was into linage big time so
most of what she reported is shown here taking the line from Abraham HARTZELL down through my
father to me in the seventh generation. My number is 400 on the one big file we have where most of this
comes from. Granddad is number 93, Dad's is 209, and mine again is 400.
John and Maggie had 13 children with two infants that died real early so at our reunions we had 11 sons
and daughters with their families and, I will tell you, it was a wonderful crowd at Lake Murray each year
with the different colors of sweat shirts we all wore. Some of my most memorable times were "just
being there" to see my aunts and uncles - to say nothing of some good looking cousins. I have dedicated
some of the family reunion pictures toward the end of this section.
2. Dad's tree is in a different format in that I have added Mama's family at the top and then Dad, and us
kids below4. This tree then will give everyone from Dad down and from Mom's family up. I will be the
first to say there are some missing dates but I will try to clean some of them up before I publish this bit
of history.
3. Jeanne's tree gives our side of the family and also shows her family on both sides so that you
grandkids can now see, not only from a Heartsill tree, but where they come on Jeanne's side. This tree
therefore shows both parents and grandparents of Jeanne as well as was shown in 2. above by showing
both of my grandparents, which in both cases goes back at least three generations by names, places, and
some dates.
Kelly has shown some interest in digging deeper into the family history and some of the rest of you
might like to help her out. I will have either noted the references 5 or included some of the information in
the back of this notebook.

4
5

The Kirkpatrick tree is shown also on grandmother Kirk's page.
See the file in my computer Jacob Hartzell 1751 to 4-18-02.rtf
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The bottom two reflect the old store as it was then made into a washateria or laundromat. Course,
granddad had quit working in the store a long time ago - well, he managed it while dad was fighting the
War. The big tree is gone - there were two in front a long time ago. We do not know that much about
what my grandfather did during his life other than raise a splendid family.
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Bottom left is in front of 410 with Dad and Pat.
Bottom right shows me hanging from a rope in granddad's front yard at 408 C St SW. Note his garage
and picket fence in the back. This picture was taken behind the spot where the above picture titled
Heartsill Boys (five pages back) was taken a few years later. I don't know who the other two kids are.
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The Dec 1953 picture at Lake Murray was their 60th wedding anniversary. Bottom picture is the whole family same day.
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Dan, Hobart, Bobbie, Imogene, Osgood, Dewitt,
Madge, Margret "Maggie" Elizabeth Heartsill, John Anthony, and Mary Magdalene.
Date is right after the war.

(Closer picture of the one on previous page at the Lake.)
Dan, Bobbie, Osgood, Madge, Dewitt, Imogene, Hobart,
John Anthony and Margret "Maggie" Elizabeth Heartsill. Date is 1953.

Lake Murray Heartsill reunion.
The tables were Dan, Osgood, Imogene, and Hobart - a mess of kids!

Gala, Pat, Sadye, Hobart, Maggie, Kelly, and Gary - late 1961
showing Kelly to Grandmother Heartsill...and it looks like Kelly has the attention of her greatgrandmother (Kelly is very proud of this picture).
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Hobart HEARTSILL (with Sadye Kirkpatrick tree)
xxx.

Bainbridge "B." Kirkpatrick. Born 20 Mar 1865 in Mason TX D 20 Sep 1939 Bainbridge married
Lula Etta Popejoy B 4 Dec 1885 D 16 Aug 1956 Both are buried in Healdton, OK They had the following children:
Nobie B 26 Oct 1905 D 12 Apr 2004 Married Lester Orme. He was Army (82nd ID - WWI)
They had Grace Ann B 17 Oct 1936 D 17 Feb 2016 - Married Cameron Hunter, five children
James Wesley (1907) Katy, OK "Brother" or "Big Son" died 11 July 1982 in Lubbock, TX He was Army
Married Loraine Faith. They had Lawrence, Joyce, James, and Lynda.
Alice B. 31 July 1913 D 27 Apr 2004 - no children
Married Letcher Edwards on December 20, 1934 in Healdton, OK. He was Navy
Sadye B 8 Jan 1917 D 24 Dec 2003 - They had see below.
Married Hobart Heartsill in Davis, OK on 16 May 1937. He was Army
Elbye B 1 Jan 1919 D 15 Nov 2006 Married Garth W. Moore B 19 Jul 1916 D 21 Jun 2001
He was Army. They had Kenny Mike. He was Army and Woodrow.
Eileen B 9 Jul 1921 D 31 Jul 1996 - no children.
Married Ralph Cordell. He was Air Force
Calvin B 8 Aug 1924 D 19 May 1981 "Little Son" He was Army

209. Hobart Leon HEARTSILL. Born on 29 Aug 1915 in Lone Grove, Carter Co., OK. He was Army
Hobart died 13 Feb 2009 in Norman, OK. He was 94.
On 16 May 1937 when Hobart Leon was 21, he married Sadye Jacquelyn Kirkpatrick, in Davis, OK.
Sadye was born 8 Jan 1917 north of Healdton, OK and died 24 Dec 2003 in Norman, OK. She was 86.
They had the following children:
400
i.Gary Leon (1938)
401
ii.Patricia Gayle (1941)
*
iii.Robert Gregory (1946)
**
iv.Jimmy Hobart (1948)
400. Gary Leon HEARTSILL, Ph.D. Born on 31 Mar 1938 in Ardmore, Carter Co., OK. He was Air Force
On 12 June 1960, Gary Leon married Jean Louise Elliott, in Fort Sill, OK.
Jean Louise died in Plano County, TX on 25 Feb 2014, she was 74.
Her grave stone is with her husband at Rose Hill Cemetery in Ardmore, OK.
They had the following children: (See Jeanne's tree for more details)
i.Laura Kelly born on 3 July 1961 in Big Spring, TX (Webb AFB).
ii. Lisa Jean born on 21 March 1964 in Big Spring, TX (Webb AFB).
401. Patricia Gayle HEARTSILL. Born on 10 Jan 1941 in Ardmore, Carter Co. OK
Patricia Gayle married Rodney Kim Couch on 26 May 1959 in Gainesville, TX He was Army
They had the following children:
663
i.Gala Kim (1960) Married Tommy Fisher and they had Kimberly Gayle (1981)
Gala (2nd) marriage to David Partridge in 1991.
664
ii.Steven Dale (1963) Married Tara Wimberly They had Brandon Scott (1992) & Preston Grant
(1994)
Steven died 3 Feb 1995 in Norman, OK
* Robert Gregory HEARTSILL. Born 27 Aug 1946 in Ardmore, Carter Co., OK. He was Air Force
Robert married Karen Sue Craig 7 April 1975 in Gainesville , TX
** Jimmy Hobart HEARTSILL. Born 11 Jan 1948 in Ardmore, Carter Co., OK. He was Army
Jimmy married Karen Sue Gilliam on 12 Sept 1978 in Norman, OK
They had the following children:
i. Jamie Roxanne (1979) born on 9 Nov in Norman, OK
Jamie married Michael Sweeney 6 Mar 99 in Norman, OK They had Breauna, Corey, and Preslee
ii. Angela Suzanne (1982) on 5 Sept in Norman, OK
Angie married Scott Collier on 30 March 2013 in Norman , OK.
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My beautiful mother.
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My mother's mother (of course, my grandmother) Lula Etta Popejoy Kirkpatrick.
(This is a truncated version of the Kirkpatrick tree)
xxx.

Bainbridge "B." Kirkpatrick. Born 20 Mar 1865 in Mason TX D 20 Sep 1939 Bainbridge married
Lula Etta Popejoy B 4 Dec 1885 D 16 Aug 1956 Both are buried in Healdton, OK They had the following children:
Nobie B 26 Oct 1905 D 12 Apr 2004 Married Lester Orme. He was Army (82nd ID - WWI)
They had Grace Ann B 17 Oct 1936 D 17 Feb 2016 - Married Cameron Hunter, five children
James Wesley (1907) Katy, OK "Brother" or "Big Son" died 11 July 1982 in Lubbock, TX He was Army
Married Loraine Faith. They had Lawrence, Joyce, James, and Lynda.
Alice B. 31 July 1913 D 27 Apr 2004 - no children
Married Letcher Edwards on December 20, 1934 in Healdton, OK. He was Navy
Sadye B 8 Jan 1917 D 24 Dec 2003 - They had see below.
Married Hobart Heartsill in Davis, OK on 16 May 1937. He was Army
Elbye B 1 Jan 1919 D 15 Nov 2006 Married Garth W. Moore B 19 Jul 1916 D 21 Jun 2001
He was Army. They had Kenny Mike. He was Army and Woodrow.
Eileen B 9 Jul 1921 D 31 Jul 1996 - no children.
Married Ralph Cordell. He was Air Force
Calvin B 8 Aug 1924 D 19 May 1981 "Little Son" He was Army
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(Only one real Kirk in this picture - and one half Kirk next to him - and another, with yellow hat.)

We did not see much of aunt Eileen and uncle Ralph as they lived in Patton, PA but we enjoyed them
when they drove down in his big ole Chrysler that did not have a scratch on it. He kept it immaculate.
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Alice

Calvin

Garth with Elbye, Eileen, Sadye, and Alice
(Photos from Pat and Jim.)
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Note: Kelly and I met on 20 Feb 20 16 with some "half-Kirks" to attend Grace Ann's funeral in
Healdton.
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Alice, Sadye, Nobie, Elbye, and Eileen

Grandmother Kirk and Nobie

Elbye, Garth, Kenny, and Alice
(Photos from Pat and Jim.)
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This is where I was born and where the homestead at 410 C St. SW is still standing. This picture was
taken in 1940. For 410 see https://www.google.com/maps/place/410+C+St+SW,+Ardmore,+OK
I grew up here in Resume Speed, Oklahoma. My house was east of hi-way 77 and we took the "Frontage
Road Exit" east for about eight blocks to my house on the corner of "Walk" and "Don't Walk."
Well, from the southwest corner of the two black blocks (cotton gin) go west two blocks and my house
is next to the Heartsill Gro & Mrkt on the north side of 5th Ave. and the east side of C St. SW. I'll point
out the spot to show going two blocks from S. Washington the road then bends straight west. The northsouth streets from D street back east angle to the south of east so they are not exactly north-south. One
more block to the west to F street (only two houses wide at the south end) reflects a north-south
orientation. Then, you must trace this F street as it angles off right at 3rd St. becoming E and runs into
the Methodist Church at Main, E, and Broadway...Hang in there. I grew up thinking C Street ran straight
north.
To Lincoln from 410 go north to 4th, turn left for two blocks, and turn right on F. Two blocks to school
on the corner of F and Stanley.
To the high school go north(ish) on C (six blocks to Main, two more to 2nd Ave) turn right three blocks
and the old school is on the left at 2nd Ave and N. Washington. Grady knows where the Hamburger Inn
is. [Will let him drawn it in for the rest of us...]
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I love these four! You can tell where Jim learned facial expressions for picture taking time...
Kenny Mike reminded me this last year of rolling out the back of a Troop Carrier!
I have some pleasant memories of being in the ole '39 Studebaker with Mom, Dad, and Sis.
Lower right is a framed picture as I would not let my sister sit next to me - well, not really..:)
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Again, note these pictures, comments, and pages do not follow exactly in order or by even years, in spite
of trying to keep most of the events/times by house address. Mama, holding Greg's hand, looks a lot like
Aunt Elbye - course, they are beautiful sisters! Let me point out how I wore my cloths with a roll in my
pants and roll in my tee shirt...all us boys did.
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Lower left trying to figure out who is in the picture - then saw where I was perched...
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EAGLE SCOUT

This award was possible because of my mother, uncle Pete, and the First Methodist Church. Mama
always encouraged me to reach for the top; she said don't just reach for the top of the ceiling, "reach for
the stars." In support for this she became a Den Mother. Uncle Pete, guided us on camp outs at Lake
Murray and held class in the basement of the church for our Pack 106 meetings. And of course, I grew
up in the church and went through every class room from first grade, Vacation Bible School, and most
Sundays till a senior. Our MYF had our dances, pool tables, and parties in Fellowship Hall. I owe a lot
to Mama, uncle Pete, and The First Methodist6 Church...note: not United, yet - happened in 1968.

6

See my USAF dog tags - says "METHODIST"
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To my knowledge this was the first Squadron meeting of the Civil Air Patrol (CAP) in Ardmore. This
would have been in October/November of 1952 as we started flying CAP airplanes the next year.

David and I attending a Search and Rescue event for the CAP in Ada, Oklahoma.
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Bill Bow on his paper route.

David Scovill and I playing CAP cadets learning how to salute, be cute, and become AF pilots.
My ole brick at the Hamburger Inn - Jeanne bought this for me.
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FIRST 18.5 YEARS - Sort of an Outline
Years and schools
0. 1938 - born 31 March
1. 1939 - just
2. 1940 - growing
3. 1941 - up
4. 1942 - as a
5. 1943 - kid
6. 1944 - started 1st grade in September
7. 1945 - started 2nd
8. 1946 - started 3rd
9. 1947 - started 4th (grad 3rd grade in May)
10. 1948 - started 5th
11. 1949 - started 6th
12. 1950 - started 7th (grad Lincoln in May), start Jr. High
13. 1951 - started 8th
14. 1952 - started 9th
15. 1953 - started 10th (grad Jr. High in May) start in high school
16. 1954 - started 11th
17. 1955 - started 12th
18. 1956 - started OAMC in Sept - (graduated AHS high school in May7 )
Some Events
1949 - first Boy Scout Camp at Bromide, OK
1950 - second Boy Scout Camp at Bromide, OK
1951 - my first ride in an aeroplane
1952 - started flying in airplanes as observer8
1953 - started paper route with The Daily Ardmoreite
started flying with the Civil Air Patrol
Vance AFB summer camp - Air Scouts
Tinker AFB summer camp - Civil Air Patrol
1954 - Vance AFB summer camp - Air Scouts
Tinker AFB summer camp - Civil Air Patrol
1955 - Amarillo AFB summer camp - Civil Air Patrol, June
Italy Foreign Exchange - Civil Air Patrol, 15 July to 21 Aug
1956 - worked paving main street in Ardmore (day after graduation)
worked seismograph in north TX - Don Winfrey Oil Company
Private Pilot Check Flight - K.K. King, Lawton, OK 16 July
Amarillo AFB summer camp - 19 Jun to 30 June
Jet Orientation Course at Perrin AFB - Civil Air Patrol, 4 Aug to 12 Aug

Without knowing the end you can't determine the beginning. 9
7

See AHS graduation in Appendix
In my office there are six black pilot/observer (one) log books noting the dates and time of these events.
9
The blue pithy quotes are taking from sayings over the years I have marked on my calendars.
8
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46

47

48
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As Oklahoma CAP wing commander in 1956 at Amarillo AFB, TX - my wing staff behind me.
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"Ace"

Carl Albert, from Bugtussle, Oklahoma, Speaker of the House, was our speaker at graduation.
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My Flying Career Start
~1943 - and then Grade School - Models, and looking up at aeroplanes
1951 - Nov 1955 - Observer
1955 Dec - July 1956 - Flying lessons and Private Pilot Certificate
1956 - rest of summer, Jet Orientation Course, and hanging around at the airport
People have asked me how far back I got into airplanes and flying. One of my grade school friends said
I was drawing airplanes in the third grade. Well, some where I started playing with models, watching
airplanes fly over, and had this stop and look attitude towards the WWII bombers from the base when I
was five years old. I do remember playing with the hard rubber model airplanes dad brought back from
the war, seeing the blue Navy Grumman fighters from Dallas flying over Ardmore so it was something I
grew up with - along side the helmets, boots, rifles, and army clothes I wore as a kid.
My first airplane ride was in a Lockheed 12A with Ben F. Scott in a very short hop from Springer to the
Air Base to put the ship in a hangar as the weather was getting stormy. I remember as if yesterday seeing
and hearing the rain spatter on the wind screen from the right seat in the cockpit.
I interviewed one of the first pilots named Arthur Oakley when I was in high school. The Wright
Brothers taught him to fly and he taught Ben Scott how to fly. Then me - I became/was the next
generation. We're talking about powered flight in 1903, me being born in 1938, so, in spite of how far
airplanes have come since then we were still just out of the ole cloth and fabric kites flown by the
Wright Brothers, Oakley, Scott, and me...yes, we flew the fabric crates at Ardmore and with the Flying
Aggies. This note is to say I can almost touch back in time to the beginning - not really, but close!
My Observer log book is a record of every flight I took (rode) till I started flying lessons for real (for
credit). Every 20 minutes I could beg, borrow, or steal, I took it and recorded it. There are some very
nice flights in the almost 140 hours I have logged with some being dual or taking instructions from a
benevolent pilot who liked to fly. A lot was riding in the back like the C-118A flight was to Italy in
1955.
My lessons started in December of 1955 after a neighbor named O.M. Ferguson gave me some money
(actually it was a Christmas gift) to start and seven hours and 30 minutes of dual I soloed my first
airplane. The log book says "All private maneuvers" completed so hitchhiking to the airport, pumping
gas, and begging to fly paid off. My instructor's name was Red Maynard. He was an ole crop duster.
K.K. King administered my flight check after I finally passed the written exam. I was flying the CAP
Luscombe 8A and during the test he asked me to do an accelerated stall. I said I didn't know what that
was and asked if he could show me. He did, I did, and I got the ticket on 16 July 1956 with certificate
number 1348062. [There were only two pilots at SimuFlite that had a lower number than mine - which
means, that and 50 cents will get you a cup of coffee - but I am proud of it.]
The jet course at Perrin AFB was my real start being on a flight line and smelling jet fuel, jet exhaust,
and seeing jet airplanes. I was more than hooked. The guy I flew with for those 4.5 hours was a first
lieutenant named Marcial Armijo. Later, getting ready to go to Korea in 1968 I ferried an F-100F to
Albuquerque and the guy who met me was none other than Major Armijo of the New Mexico Air
Guard. A nice reunion.
Then it was time to go to college, work on getting a degree, and aviate with the Flying Aggies!
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HEARTSILL FAMILY REUNIONS AT LAKE MURRAY, OKLAHOMA
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***Speaking of Uncle Dan***

Jeanne has these wooden works of art placed in our dining area in a very important and honored setting
above the cabinet where our cook books are.
My Dad built the one on the left noting I have a larger one painted black for the front porch. Notice the
ball bearings in the base mount.
I am not the only Heartsill to have some of the shop work by my Dad or Uncle Dan as the rest are all
his. The appreciation is for the detail, small nails, and the construction work because some of us cannot
work at this very tedious level.
Notice, for instance the reminder flag on the mail box is in the form of Oklahoma. The two-holer out
house has a Sear's reading book hanging on a nail. A card inside says:

I WAS BORN AND GREW UP IN A
FORREST OF ___Pine Oak__TREES.
I WAS CRAFTED IN THE SHOP OF
DAN ♥ SILL. ARDMORE, OK 10/1991
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Both uncle Pete and uncle Dan help raise me in Ardmore which I am forever thankful - for them and our
family. Uncle Dan would wake me up to go fishing or go to the water running over the spillway at Lake
Murray. Uncle Pete took me to the church softball games at Raum park and I grew up liming the base
lines, being a bat boy, selling pop and candy, and finally playing - even some umpire experience.
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Part 1 - Closing Comments
In my ole mind looking back at the first "fourth" of my life (~23.7%) I note the start was important; for
dang sure, I didn't get it done by myself but I learned from these people (mostly kin) to see that goals in
life could be reached. I learned to appreciate the help, input, and guidance - and to say thanks for it.
This 24% of my life is looked back on with a great deal of pride, a wonderful start, no real regrets, and a
sense of "doggone, that was fun!"
"Oops!"
Well, I did get my comings - deserved it - and learned from them:
(a) My Mama would send me outside to get a switch when I needed some correction in my ways, mouth,
or action. She wore me out going back and forth till I got a switch big enough for her to administer the
punishment.
(b) In the eight grade, first day of gym, Coach Ralph Cornelius (one of my heroes - and a pilot) made the
roll call announcement: "Answer with "here!" Course, being a boy soldier I answered with "Yo!" I wish
you could have seen his expression as he looked up from his clipboard at me...he stopped and said come
here with his finger. I knew I was in trouble. He said bend over and then pulled out from his rear pocket
a paddle about two+ feet long - it had neatly drilled round holes in it. With one swing...the insolent "Yo"
went to "Here, Sir!" Can I tell you how much of a learning experience that was for me?
(c) My Dad never took a hand to me. I never got a whipping. Not saying I didn't deserve one. There
were two times he took exception to my decisions (I will tell you about one, but not the other).
When just a pup (I was just learning to drive) I had just finished my first year as a paper boy and I told
my dad I was going to buy an Ithaca 12 gauge pump shotgun. He asked where I was going to get the
money and I said I had the $110 saved up in my paper account. He said "I would rather you not do that."
I told him it was my money. He said "Ok, but don't plan on driving the car anymore."
Do you know how long it took for me to make another life-changing decision? About 2.3 seconds.
(d) Another learning experience. There was a big ole tree in granddad's front yard that had limbs that
arched out over the street. (You can see the limbs on about page 18 in the picture of us five Heartsill's.)
The Colvert's Dairy milk truck - a horse drawn milk cart (See picture Bill Bow sent on p. 16) actually
would come down C street and the delivery man would whistle at the horse to stop (and whistled it to go
too) and he would jump out and deliver dairy products to the front doors of the homes. Well, me and one
of my playmates set up an ambush - some high altitude bombing. We lugged up some mud balls to drop
down on top of this slow moving cart and then gleefully enjoyed seeing the mud splatter (yes, I know
how stupid this sounds or even appears to sound but your dealing with THE kid that owned everything
within one exact block of my house).
The delivery man made his normal stop at the store on the corner. It didn't take Dad very long to walk
up to the tree where we were hiding. When we crawled down he explained how the mud bombing would
not happen again. Dad had a way of explaining. I understood. Didn't, thank God, get a belt spanking although (again) I deserved it.
(e) I got pretty good at riding a bikes (forward and backward) and, like most kids, steadfastly either wore
them out or tore them up. These are bicycles not motor scooters. I really did want a Cushman or better a
Cushman Eagle as some of my fortunate friends did but I never had the money (did find out later on in
life Jim rode an Eagle)10

10

http://www.hobbytech.com/CushID/54Eagle.jpg
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This scooter was - even the old red Cushman - in my time quite the "cat's meow" (to you all "cool" - or
"kool"). As a matter of fact, I would still like to have an Eagle...may have to discuss this with my little
brother. I'll bet there were not more and two dozen of these in the whole town back in the mid '50s.
(Keith Read and Bill Bow both confirmed this was about the total number in the early 50s.)
Back to my story. I was riding my bike to high school one day and decided to practice my skills. I could
drive past a parked car (left or right) and as I went by I could kinda lean into the car and leave a small
residue of black handle bar grip rubber. Oh, the streaks were splendid hits! What beautiful marks! The
displayed skill was something to behold - I could put my bike within an inch of wherever I wanted it.
One day coming up on a target I liked because it was an off color white that really showed the black
streak well, I noticed it was parked on the other side of the street. Didn't matter, I moved to streak it with
my right grip (I was on the way home). When I went by I left my mark and then I heard (and saw) a man
from across the street (waiting and watching his car) come out running after me and saying something
rude in a loud voice. Well, my dad showed up in about 12 minutes after I told the man who I was, what
my dad's phone number was (342, by the way - for the store - and the house phone was 1308).
I didn't hear the conversation but three things happened: (a) I went home, (b) Dad never said anymore
about this skilled streaking event, and (c) ole Ace "didn't do that sh*t again."
Finally
Some of the people of Ardmore will remember the water tower just past the railroad tracks on Lake
Murray Drive had "CAP" painted on its west side one night - in pink paint no less. I will not tell you
who did it but two of my friends who have passed away were responsible for this act. I showed this spot
to my grandson one day just to show him how tough some of my classmates were (have you ever stood
at the bottom of the tower and looked up to see what they had to climb and how high that muther is? I
am scared to death to just think of climbing that high - they should have used longer lasting paint.
This ends Part I of the scrapbook. Hope you all are enjoying the trek and I may mention some of these
parts again. Next is Oklahoma A&M - college times!

"Work hard. Distractions are plentiful. And time is short."
Adam Hochschild
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